
Karma  Storage       

Why do imbalanced, negative experiences 
show up for you? Where did they come from? 
How can we stop them? 

Experiences, Universal Laws, individuals in 
our lives exist within plans with purpose. 

Those plans were made to benefit the Greater 
Divine Families which we call Humanity and individual plans made to assure 
Soul Growth and Creativity. 

In today's world, Post Traumatic Stress has gained a lot of attention. 

What about Post Traumatic Growth? What more clearly captures the outcome 
you want for you life. 

It is valuable to examine the Negative you have experienced and are to look at 
those manifestation with new eyes as to the purpose of Negative. 

The Negative thoughts, vibrations and patterns were began generations ago. As 
you planned for this life, you decided which patterns to bring in. With those 
patterns in your unseen fields, your birth family will consist of adults who can 
model a new way. More often, the negative patterns will manifest within the birth 
family. You had intended that most of those negative patterns, concepts and 
experiences were not to be lived out but to transformed/released/healed. 
explained. 

Remember that stored experiences: personal, genetic, mass consciousness, of 
light and dis-eased concepts, thoughts, will manifest until they are removed at 
their source. 

What of limits my access to the abilities, skills and knowledge that I have 
developed in past lives, my positive karma: 



What to do?

• Use the Soul Integration to go back to retrieve your gifts

• Use the audios for TAG session to download, anchor and activate the new
•  Teach your body to feel sensations of Good, i.e. joy, strength, gratitude by 

spending time with those sensations.

• Write and use some Reality Statements that describe what you are doing 
with your gifts.

• Notice what remains and what has changed after a week of daily 
application

• Plans, ideas have no existence until they are in an existence system, so 
put your assignments into a day-timer/calendar, etc.

• Reality Statements
• I am living within my Divine space of All Good.

• My space of breath and living is cleared of all Negative energies that 
were marked for removal.

• I commit and implement some form of a Daily Protocol

• My contracts to limit my gifts are completed, fulfilled, and removed.


